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Evidence: 02-06-H
Case: 07-111317

Puzzle Investigators
Special Cases Unit

Thieves' Trial Map
I heard this story from someone who said they heard this from Shaun White. The story is exciting and recounts some of the
most daring robberies ever made. Might even be more impressive than the double diamond despoliation that occurred at the
turn of the century. These thieves stole more money than there are snowflakes in a blizzard. It is too bad the run was cut short.
I am sure they would have amassed a mountain of wealth.
Witness: Eric Cherba

Slide on over here and listen to the story of a couple of famous thieves. They used to
live not too far from here down on Glacier Drive. Maggie the girl in the team practiced
black magic that sorcerer was in deep with the devil. The other thief, and mastermind
behind their heist at the everglades, was called the Ratfink. Once he was nabbed by the
law. But he quickly bit down on the arresting cops hand and the bite caused the cop to
let him go. He was lucky the cop didn’t grab a shotgun and give him both gun barrels.
Once they robbed a cathedral during Mardi Gras. No one saw them slip into the shadows because they were distracted by a yodeler fighting with a raccoon. After sipping
down some champagne from crystal glasses they jumped on a flight to a ski resort. On
the flight to NY they had the stewardess cut away the stitches needed for the damage
imparted by the raccoon.
Like a cosmic wave or a comet streaking across the sky, the thieves stole a $100 saddle
from Von Schmidt, Orion’s belt, and Jack’s eye. Orion was particularly displeased.
For after stopping eating at Ponderosa he had lost 49’er so pounds. Ratfink and
Maggie’s crimes were committed so they could go to a casino. Ratfink wanted to play
black jack and double down like a high roller.
Their success was due to being seldom seen when they did their crimes, never stealing
fools gold, and most importantly never taking a chance. Once they teamed up with
Shamus and Sitka. With this help they stole Erica’s gold on the day after payday. I
can only imagine the cries of “eureka” that must have been said that night. Someone
told me they broke in using some sort of powder keg or dynamite.
Their most exciting story came shortly after robbing paradise. As they left the bank
Maggie slammed on the breaks to allow a duck walk across the street. All the while
Ratfink was screaming “left” and law enforcement was trying to show sunlight into
their internal organs. They raced along the hippy highway before escaping by hiding
out in a small village run by Mr. K. Who was Mr. T’s younger brother. Maggie knew
Mr. K and didn’t want him to one Upper, Sunlight could be shown to her internal organs by more than just their pursuant.

My oh my, they stole
a lot of things and
people still are
searching for it.
Please look at the table and
do tell us the location too
find the stolen goods.

Maggie
Blackcomb
Holiday
Heavenly
Park City
Big Sky

Ratfink

